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ABSTRACT
Existing embedding methods for attributed networks aim at learning low-dimensional vector representations for nodes only but not
for both nodes and attributes, resulting in the fact that they cannot
capture the affinities between nodes and attributes. However, capturing such affinities is of great importance to the success of many
real-world attributed network applications, such as attribute inference and user profiling. Accordingly, in this paper, we introduce a
Co-embedding model for Attributed Networks (CAN), which learns
low-dimensional representations of both attributes and nodes in
the same semantic space such that the affinities between them
can be effectively captured and measured. To obtain high-quality
embeddings, we propose a variational auto-encoder that embeds
each node and attribute with means and variances of Gaussian
distributions. Experimental results on real-world networks demonstrate that our model yields excellent performance in a number of
applications compared with state-of-the-art techniques.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Network embedding techniques that learn low-dimensional vector
representations of nodes in a network have been attracting increasing attention in recent years. Performance of various network-based
applications, such as node classification [29, 33], node clustering [3],
community detection [10, 38], and link prediction [23], has been
shown to be significantly improved via utilizing embeddings of
nodes inferred by network embedding techniques.
Attributed networks as one category of the most important networks are ubiquitous in a myriad of important domains, ranging
from social media networks to academic networks, where rich attributes, e.g., ages of the users and journals/conferences the authors
published at, describing the properties of the nodes are available.
A number of attributed network embedding algorithms have been
proposed to learn low-dimensional vector representations of the
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nodes via leveraging the structure and/or the attribute information
of the networks [11, 13, 13, 21, 24, 39]. By doing so, embeddings of
the nodes in attributed networks can be effectively obtained, which
in turn help to enhance the performance of many down-stream
applications [11, 13, 20].
However, these embedding algorithms suffer from a number
of defects: (1) They represent each node by a single point in a
low-dimensional continuous space, resulting in the fact that the
uncertainty of nodes’ representations is ignored. Yet uncertainty
is inherent when describing a node by a single point only [2]; (2)
They focus on learning the representations for nodes but not for
both nodes and attributes, resulting in the fact that the affinities between nodes and attributes are impossible to be effectively
measured. However, obtaining such affinities between nodes and
attributes is of great importance to the success of many tasks, where
the relationships between nodes and attributes need to be quantitatively measured, such as connecting users and keywords in user profiling [25], annotating users with tags in attribute inference [9, 40]
and characterizing experts by topics in expert finding [15].
To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we introduce a Coembedding model for Attribute Networks, abbreviated as CAN,
which aims at learning low-dimensional vector representations of
both attributes and nodes in a same semantic space such that the
affinities between them can be effectively captured and measured.
To effectively infer the embeddings of both nodes and attributes
in the network, we propose a variational auto-encoder, where we
infer the embeddings of both nodes and attributes and represent
them by means of Gaussian distributions, with the corresponding
variances measuring the uncertainty of the inferred embeddings.
The node and attribute embeddings obtained in the unified manner in CAN can benefit not only node-oriented network problems
(e.g., node classification and link prediction), but also attribute inference problems (e.g., predicting the value of attributes of nodes).
More importantly, the common semantic embedding space provides a simple but effective solution to user profiling problem,
as the relevance of users (nodes) and keywords (attributes) can
be directly measured, e.g., by cosine similarity, or dot product. To
verify the effectiveness of our proposed CAN model, we conduct
experiments on seven real-world network datasets. Our experimental results demonstrate that CAN yields excellent performance in
attribute inference and user profiling tasks that the previous network embedding models cannot deal with, while it also shows high
competitive performance in link prediction and node classification
tasks compared with state-of-the-art techniques.
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Our contributions in this work can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a novel co-embedding algorithm for attributed
networks, CAN, which aims at learning the low-dimensional
representations of both nodes and attributes in the same semantic space, such that the affinities between nodes and attributes
of the networks can be effectively measured.
(2) To learn high-quality embeddings of both nodes and attributes
in attributed networks, we propose a variational auto-encoder
method, which consists of an inference model, aiming at encoding features of nodes and attributes into two Gaussian distributions, and a generative model, which can effectively reconstructs
both real and binary weighted edges and attributes.
(3) We conduct extensive experiments on real-world attributed
networks to verify the effectiveness of our embedding model on
addressing four graph mining tasks, i.e., node classification, link
prediction, attribute inference and user profiling. Experimental
results show that our model is able to learn informative and
high-quality representations and significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods.

2

RELATED WORK

There are two lines of work related to our model, network embedding and variational auto-encoders.

2.1

Network Embedding

Existing network embedding algorithms can be classified into two
categories: those [3, 10, 29, 33, 36] for plain networks where only
topological structure information is utilized for embedding and
those [11, 13, 21, 24, 39] for non-plain networks such as attributed
networks where not only topological structure information but also
auxiliary information, e.g., content information/attributes of the
nodes, are taken into account for embedding.
To embed plain networks, approaches such as DeepWalk [29],
node2vec [10] and LINE [33] learn embeddings based on random
walks or edge sampling. These methods utilize the Skip-Gram with
negative sampling neural network architecture originally proposed
for word embedding [27], and can be implicitly approximated by
matrix factorization [30]. Wang et al. [36] proposed the SDNE model
to capture the highly non-linear network structure and preserve
the global and local structure of the network. Wang et al. [38] incorporate the community structure of network into result embeddings
that preserves both of the microscopic and community structures.
Some other works obtain embeddings for non-plain networks
with rich auxiliary information, such as labels, node attributes
and text contents, in addition to the topological structure networks [13, 37, 39]. Huang et al. [13] employ the graph Laplacian
technique to learn the joint embedding from the topological structure and attributes. Kipf and Welling [21] propose a graph convolutional neural network model for attributed networks, and further
employ it on a variational auto-encoder architecture [20]. Hamilton
et al. [11] propose the GraphSAGE model that learns node representations by sampling and aggregating features from a node’s local
neighborhood. Zhang et al. [41] and Gao and Huang [8] propose
their customized deep neural network architectures, called ANRL
and DANE respectively, to learn node embeddings while capturing
the underlying high non-linearity in both topological structure and
attributes. Their results showed that combining different types of
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auxiliary information, rather than using only the topological features, can provide different insights of embedding of nodes, and
helps to capture rich patterns in many real-world networks. However, these models only obtain embeddings of nodes and do not
capture the uncertainty inherent in the embeddings.
Recently, few approaches embed nodes by distributions and capture the uncertainty of the embeddings [2, 5, 12]. Inspired by previous work of learning Gaussian word embeddings [35], the KG2E
model [12] represents each entity/relation of knowledge graphs as
a Gaussian distribution. Dos Santos et al. [5] study heterogeneous
graphs for node classification using Gaussian embeddings. In terms
of embedding for attributed networks, Bojchevski and GÃĳnnemann [2] embed each node as a Gaussian distribution according
to the energy-based loss of personalized ranking formulation. We
tackle the embedding problem for attributed networks by modeling
both nodes and attributes as Gaussian distributions, which allows
measure the uncertainty of both embeddings by the variances of
the distributions.

2.2

Variational Auto-encoders

Variational Auto-encoders (VAEs) are expressive latent variable
models that can be used to learn complex probability distributions
from training data. A basic VAE model [18, 19, 32] is comprised
a pipeline of two computational neural networks: one acts as an
inference network encoding the given observations into latent
variables, and the other acts as a generative model performing
the reverse mapping from latent variables to each observed data
point. By using the variational evidence lower bound of the loglikelihood as loss function and the reparameterization tricks [19],
these models can be easily trained via a Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes estimator [19]. Many variations of VAE have been proposed [16, 18, 20, 28, 32], which have been extensively studied and
applied in various tasks such as semi-supervised classification [18],
clustering [16, 26] and image generation [6]. The GAE [20] model
proposed by Kipf and Welling is an example of VAEs that learns
representations for attributed networks. However, it learns embeddings for nodes only, rather than both nodes and attributes.

3

NOTATIONS AND THE PROBLEM

In this section, we introduce the used notations and formally define
the studied problem.

3.1

Notations

In this paper, scalars are denoted by normal alphabets (e.g., the
total number of nodes in the network: N ), while sets are denoted by
calligraphy typeface alphabets (e.g., the set of nodes in the network:
V). Matrices are denoted by boldface uppercase alphabets (e.g.,
an adjacency matrix A serving for the network). The ith row of
a matrix, e.g., A, is denoted with a subscript, e.g., Ai . Vectors are
represented by boldface lowercase alphabets or uppercase alphabets
with a subscript (e.g., a or Ai ). A vector with a subscript represents
a scalar element of that vector (e.g., ai or Ai j ). The transpose of a
matrix, e.g. A, is represented by AT .
Definition 1. Let V and A be a set of nodes and attributes,
respectively, in a graph/network. An Attributed Network (AN) is
an undirected graph G = (V, A, E V , E A ) with N = |V | nodes and
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Table 1: Main notations in our paper.
Symbol

Description

G
V
A
EV
EA
N = |V |
F = |A|
D
A ∈ RN ×N
X ∈ RN ×F
Z V ∈ RN ×D
Z A ∈ RF ×D

an undirected attributed network
set of nodes
set of attributes
set of edges
set of node-attribute associations
number of nodes
number of attributes
dimension of latent variables
adjacency matrix of nodes
attribute information matrix for nodes
latent representation matrix for all the nodes
latent representation matrix for all the attributes

F = |A| attributes, where E V ⊆ V × V is the set of edges and
E A ⊆ V × A is the set of node-attribute associations.
We introduce an adjacency matrix A ∈ RN ×N and an attribute
matrix of nodes X ∈ RN ×F for G, with Ai being the i-th row vector
of A and Xi being the i-th row vector of X. The scalar elements
Ai j ∈ Ai and Xi j ∈ Xi are weights of edges and attributes respectively, which can be either real or binary values. A and X can be
regarded as the features of nodes, so we can also use XT to represent the input feature of attributes, i.e., the nodes affiliated to each
attribute are regarded as its features. Tab. 1 summarizes our main
notations.

3.2

Problem Definition

With the terminologies described above, we formally define the
problem of co-embedding an attribute network as follows:
Problem 1. Attributed Network Co-embedding. Given an attribute graph G, the goal is to learn a mapping function Ξ that satisfies
the following in an unsupervised way:
Ξ

G −→ Z V , Z A ,

(1)

such that both structure and attribute information of the network can
be preserved as much as possible by Z V ∈ RN ×D and Z A ∈ RF ×D ,
respectively, with ZiV ∈ Z V , ZjA ∈ Z A , N , F and D being the
embeddings of the i-th node and the j-th attribute to be inferred, the
number of nodes and attributes, and the size of the dimension of the
embeddings, respectively.

4

CO-EMBEDDING NODES AND ATTRIBUTES

To address the aboved-defined problem, we introduce CAN, a model
for Co-embedding Attributed Networks based on the Variational
Auto-Encoder [19], to obtain the Gaussian embeddings of both
nodes and attributes. Fig. 1 provides an overview of our model. We
now describe the model in the following subsections.

4.1

Variational Lower Bound

To obtain embeddings of both nodes and attributes for an attributed network G in an unsupervised way, i.e., Z V and Z A , we first
define an objective to maximize the log-likelihood of the observed

adjacency matrix A and attribute matrix X of G. Using Jensen’s
inequality, the log-likelihood of A and X for a given attributed
network G can be represented as:
∫ ∫
log p(A, X) = log
p(A, X, Z V , Z A )dZ V dZ A
ZV

= log

∫

∫

ZA

p(A, X, Z V , Z A )

qϕ (Z V , Z A | A, X)

qϕ (Z V , Z A | A, X)
#
"
p(A, X, Z V , Z A )
,
≥ Eqϕ (ZV ,ZA |A,X) log
qϕ (Z V , Z A | A, X)
ZV

ZA

dZ V dZ A

(2)

where qϕ (Z V , Z A | A, X), abbreviated as qϕ for convenient discussion, is the variational posterior to approximate the true posterior
p(Z V , Z A | A, X) with ϕ being the parameters needed to be estimated. Here we assume qϕ to be a mean-field distribution and can
be factorized as:
Ö
Ö
qϕ (Z V , Z A | A, X) =
qϕ1 (ZiV | A, X)
qϕ2 (ZaA | XT ).
a ∈A

i ∈V

(3)
The joint distribution pθ (A, X, Z V , Z A ) can be represented as:
Ö
pθ (A, X, Z V , Z A ) = p(Z V )p(Z A )
pθ 1 (Ai j | ZiV , ZjV )
(i, j)∈EV

Ö

pθ 2 (Xia | ZiV , ZaA ),

(4)

(i,a)∈E A

where Ai j ∈ A, Xia ∈ X are weights of edges and attributes respectively. Substituting Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 into Eq. 2, Eq. 2 can be
represented as:
 Õ



V V 

log p(A, X) ≥ Eqϕ 
log pθ (Ai j | Zi , Zj )

(i, j)∈EV


 Õ



V A 

+ Eqϕ 
log pθ (Xia | Zi , Za )
(i,a)∈EA



V
V
− D K L (qϕ (Z | A, X) ∥ p(Z ))
− D K L (qϕ (Z A | XT ) ∥ p(Z A ))
≜ L(θ, ϕ; A, X),

(5)

where L(θ, ϕ; A, X) is the evidence lower bound (ELBO) on the
marginal likelihood of the observed variables and D K L (· ∥ ·) is
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. In Eq. 5, qϕ1 (Z V | A, X) and
qϕ2 (Z A | XT ) are referred to the probabilistic encoders, since given
the observed data, i.e., A and X, they aim at producing variational
posterior distributions over the possible values of the latent embeddings Z V and Z A . Similarly, we refer to pθ 1 (Ai j | ZiV , ZjV ) and
pθ 2 (Xia | ZiV , ZaA ) as the probabilistic decoders, since given the
latent embeddings Z V and Z A , they produce a distribution over
the possible corresponding values of observed edges and attributes.
The KL-divergence terms in Eq. 5 can be interpreted as the regularizer encouraging the approximate posteriors to be close to the
priors p(Z V ) and p(Z A ), while the expectation terms are regarded
as expected negative reconstruction error loss.
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sha1_base64="7tsYnoq8xyS90CB8JJvM5KQTUxc=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgIGBxaJCYqqSLrAgilgYi0QfUhtVjuO0Vh07sh2kKsrCr3RhACEmJD6DBfE3OG0HaLmS5aNz7tU99wQJo0q77rdVWlldW98ob9pb2zu7e87+QUuJVGLSxIIJ2QmQIoxy0tRUM9JJJEFxwEg7GN0UevuBSEUFv9fjhPgxGnAaUYy0ofrOUS8QLFTj2HxZL0Z6GETZdZ73nYpbdacFl4E3B5Wrd/symXzZjb7z2QsFTmPCNWZIqa7nJtrPkNQUM5LbvVSRBOERGpCugRzFRPnZ9IAcnhomhJGQ5nENp+zviQzFqvBoOguLalEryP+0bqqjCz+jPEk14Xi2KEoZ1AIWacCQSoI1GxuAsKTGK8RDJBHWJjPbhOAtnrwMWrWq51a9O69Sr4FZlcExOAFnwAPnoA5uQQM0AQY5mIBn8GI9Wk/Wq/U2ay1Z85lD8Kesjx8Gw5pB</latexit>

Â
N (0 ¯ 2V I)
µV

X
<latexit sha1_base64="kbMAX+6aZi3Bd9WCW0Bbz+ee5z0=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAQYGlogKialKusBYiYWxSPQhNVHlOE5r1bEj20Gqoiz8CgsDCLHyGWz8DU6bAVquZPnonHt1zz1hyqjSrvtt1TY2t7Z36ruNvf2DwyP7+KSvRCYx6WHBhByGSBFGOelpqhkZppKgJGRkEM5uS33wSKSigj/oeUqCBE04jSlG2lBj+8wPBYvUPDFf7idIT8M4HxbF2G66LXdRzjrwKtCEqrpj+8uPBM4SwjVmSKmR56Y6yJHUFDNSNPxMkRThGZqQkYEcJUQF+eKAwrk0TOTEQprHtbNgf0/kKFGlR9NZWlSrWkn+p40yHd8EOeVppgnHy0VxxhwtnDINJ6KSYM3mBiAsqfHq4CmSCGuTWcOE4K2evA767Zbntrx7r9lpV3HU4Rwu4Ao8uIYO3EEXeoChgGd4hTfryXqx3q2PZWvNqmZO4U9Znz/ep5cn</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="SoARac0V6iE9Hg9Gfl1+IR8t2fU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfURcu3ASL4Kok3ehGLLhxWcE+oAllMpm0QyeTMDMRSgiIv+LGhSKuBD/DnX/jpO1CWy8MczjnXu65J0gZlcpxvo3Kyura+kZ109za3tnds/YPOjLJBCZtnLBE9AIkCaOctBVVjPRSQVAcMNINxtel3r0nQtKE36lJSvwYDTmNKEZKUwPryAsSFspJrL/ci5EaBVHeK4qBVXPqzrTsZeDOQe3qw7x8AIDWwPrywgRnMeEKMyRl33VS5edIKIoZKUwvkyRFeIyGpK8hRzGRfj49oLBPNRPaUSL048qesr8nchTL0qPuLC3KRa0k/9P6mYou/JzyNFOE49miKGO2SuwyDTukgmDFJhogLKj2auMREggrnZmpQ3AXT14GnUbdderurVtrNmBWVTiGEzgDF86hCTfQgjZgKOAJXuDVeDSejTfjfdZaMeYzh/CnjM8fOD6Y5A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="lRci+iNpZsP/3wf1/7LPfTh7U9I=">AAAB9XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kopEFgYWCwqJKYqYaEjEgtjkeiP1ESV4zitVceObAepirLwKiwMIMSrsPE2OG0HaDnJ8unOn3zfRRln2njet1Pb2t7Z3avvNw6ah0fH7kmzr2WuCO0RyaUaRlhTzgTtGWY4HWaK4jTidBDN7ip/8ESVZlI8mnlGwxRPBEsYwcZKY/csiCSP9Ty1VxGk2EyjpBiW5dhteW1vAbRJ/BVpwQrdsfsVxJLkKRWGcKz1yPcyExZYGUY4LRtBrmmGyQxP6MhSgVOqw2KxQIkurRKjRCp7hEEL9fdEgVNdZbQvq4h63avE/7xRbpJOWDCR5YYKsvwoyTkyElVtoJgpSgyfW4KJYjYrIlOsMDG2s4YtwV9feZP0r9u+1/YfPKjDOVzAFfhwA7dwD13oAYESXuAN3p1n59X5WNZVc1a9ncIfOJ8/Y2eVzw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="Pkw6L1kDTb0beT1+7EilWQ2yMMY=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAQYGlogKialKusBYiYWxSPQhNVHlOE5r1bEj20Gqoiz8CgsDCLHyGWz8DU6bAVquZPnonHt1zz1hyqjSrvtt1TY2t7Z36ruNvf2DwyP7+KSvRCYx6WHBhByGSBFGOelpqhkZppKgJGRkEM5uS33wSKSigj/oeUqCBE04jSlG2lBj+8wPBYvUPDFf7idIT8M4HxbF2G66LXdRzjrwKtCEqrpj+8uPBM4SwjVmSKmR56Y6yJHUFDNSNPxMkRThGZqQkYEcJUQF+eKAwrk0TOTEQprHtbNgf0/kKFGlR9NZWlSrWkn+p40yHd8EOeVppgnHy0VxxhwtnDINJ6KSYM3mBiAsqfHq4CmSCGuTWcOE4K2evA767Zbntrx7t9lpV3HU4Rwu4Ao8uIYO3EEXeoChgGd4hTfryXqx3q2PZWvNqmZO4U9Znz/eV5cm</latexit>
sha1_base64="qWgaT67PqAkm5tgqQrDwmK4kzz4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdeHCzWARXJWkG92IBTcuK9gHNKFMJpN26GQmzEyEErLxV7pxoYgrwc9wI/6Nk7YLbb0wzOGce7nnnjBlVGnX/bZWVtfWNzYrW/b2zu7evnNw2FYik5i0sGBCdkOkCKOctDTVjHRTSVASMtIJRzel3nkgUlHB7/U4JUGCBpzGFCNtqL5z7IeCRWqcmC/3E6SHYZx3i6LvVN2aOy24DLw5qF6/21fp5Mtu9p1PPxI4SwjXmCGlep6b6iBHUlPMSGH7mSIpwiM0ID0DOUqICvLpAQU8M0wEYyHN4xpO2d8TOUpU6dF0lhbVolaS/2m9TMeXQU55mmnC8WxRnDGoBSzTgBGVBGs2NgBhSY1XiIdIIqxNZrYJwVs8eRm06zXPrXl3XrVRB7OqgBNwCs6BBy5AA9yCJmgBDAowAc/gxXq0nqxX623WumLNZ47An7I+fgApzZpY</latexit>

V

Â

ZV
j
<latexit sha1_base64="rSGlq/PaP4e+tROHPsy/rVHiJOA=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdbgaL4KokIuiy4MZlBXvBNobJdNKOnVyYmQglBNz4Km5cKOLWl3Dn2zhJs9DWHwY+/nMOc87vxZxJZVnfRmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t4xd/c6MkoEoW0S8Uj0PCwpZyFtK6Y47cWC4sDjtOtNLvN694EKyaLwRk1j6gR4FDKfEay05ZoHgwCrseent9ldWjDBPO1kmXvvmnWrYRVCi2CXUIdSLdf8GgwjkgQ0VIRjKfu2FSsnxUIxwmlWGySSxphM8Ij2NYY4oNJJixsydKydIfIjoV+oUOH+nkhxIOU08HRnvqWcr+Xmf7V+ovwLJ2VhnCgaktlHfsKRilAeCBoyQYniUw2YCKZ3RWSMBSZKx1bTIdjzJy9C57RhWw37+qzePC3jqMIhHMEJ2HAOTbiCFrSBwCM8wyu8GU/Gi/FufMxaK0Y5sw9/ZHz+ABdAmGI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="fyz51btqTclkeJmh1yYEappEcKM=">AAAB+HicbZBPS8MwGMbfzn9zTq0e9RIcgqfRenFHwYvHCe4PbrWkWbrFpWlJUmGUghe/ihcPivhJvPltTLsddPOBwI/nScj7PkHCmdKO821V1tY3Nreq27Wd+u7evn1Q76o4lYR2SMxj2Q+wopwJ2tFMc9pPJMVRwGkvmF4Vee+RSsVicatnCfUiPBYsZARrY/n20TDCehKE2V1+n5VMMM+6ee4/+HbDaTql0Cq4C2jAQm3f/hqOYpJGVGjCsVID10m0l2GpGeE0rw1TRRNMpnhMBwYFjqjysnKHHJ0aZ4TCWJojNCrd3y8yHCk1iwJzs5hSLWeF+V82SHXY8jImklRTQeYfhSlHOkZFIWjEJCWazwxgIpmZFZEJlphoU1vNlOAur7wK3fOm6zTdGweqcAwncAYuXMAlXEMbOkDgCV7gDd6tZ+vV+pjXVbEWvR3CH1mfP44jlwQ=</latexit>
sha1_base64="hOgqL4rDsQILyO+QPdvm8UazrOg=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdboJFcFWSbnRZcOOygr1gG8NkOmnHTiZhZiKUEHDjq7hxoYhbX8Kdb+MkzUJbfxj4+M85zDm/HzMqlW1/G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLR95EkjHLSUVQx0o8FQaHPSM+fXub13gMRkkb8Rs1i4oZozGlAMVLa8syjYYjUxA/S2+wuLRgjlnazzLv3zLrdsAtZy+CUUIdSbc/8Go4inISEK8yQlAPHjpWbIqEoZiSrDRNJYoSnaEwGGjkKiXTT4obMOtXOyAoioR9XVuH+nkhRKOUs9HVnvqVcrOXmf7VBooILN6U8ThTheP5RkDBLRVYeiDWigmDFZhoQFlTvauEJEggrHVtNh+AsnrwM3WbDsRvOtV1vNcs4qnAMJ3AGDpxDC66gDR3A8AjP8ApvxpPxYrwbH/PWilHOHMIfGZ8/FgCYXg==</latexit>

XT

X̂

<latexit sha1_base64="klBZ82LHCKxl+NYU2hVOK0ptRTo=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyUpgi4LblxW6AuaWCaTSTt0MhNmJkIJwY2/4saFIm79Cnf+jZM2C229MMzhnHu5554gYVRpx/m2KmvrG5tb1e3azu7e/oF9eNRTIpWYdLFgQg4CpAijnHQ11YwMEklQHDDSD6Y3hd5/IFJRwTt6lhA/RmNOI4qRNtTIPvECwUI1i82XeTHSkyDKBvedPB/ZdafhzAuuArcEdVBWe2R/eaHAaUy4xgwpNXSdRPsZkppiRvKalyqSIDxFYzI0kKOYKD+bn5DDc8OEMBLSPK7hnP09kaFYFS5NZ2FSLWsF+Z82THV07WeUJ6kmHC8WRSmDWsAiDxhSSbBmMwMQltR4hXiCJMLapFYzIbjLJ6+CXrPhOg337rLeapZxVMEpOAMXwAVXoAVuQRt0AQaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PRWvFKmeOwZ+yPn8ASv2X8A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="femPFLJ3ofO0nMCqc4b+UKKJ/lY=">AAAB93icbVDNSgMxGPy2/tVadfUmXoJF8FR2vehR8OKxQv+gW0s2m21Ds8mSZIWyLF58FS8eFPFNvPk2ZtsetHUgZJjJR+abMOVMG8/7diobm1vbO9Xd2l59/+DQPap3tcwUoR0iuVT9EGvKmaAdwwyn/VRRnISc9sLpben3HqnSTIq2maV0mOCxYDEj2Fhp5J4EoeSRniX2yoMEm0kY5/2HdlGM3IbX9OZA68RfkgYs0Rq5X0EkSZZQYQjHWg98LzXDHCvDCKdFLcg0TTGZ4jEdWCpwQvUwn69QoHOrRCiWyh5h0Fz9PZHjRJcp7csypF71SvE/b5CZ+HqYM5Fmhgqy+CjOODISlX2giClKDJ9ZgoliNisiE6wwMba1mi3BX115nXQvm77X9O89qMIpnMEF+HAFN3AHLegAgSd4gTd4d56dV+djUVfFWfZ2DH/gfP4AxpiWkw==</latexit>
sha1_base64="cHchCWiVc/rSC2EPtmlmLqn35e0=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6krcDBbBVUm60WXBjcsKfUFTy2QyaYdOJmFmIpQQ3Pgrblwo4tavcOffOGmz0NYLwxzOuZd77vETzpR2nG9rbX1jc2u7slPd3ds/OLSPjrsqTiWhHRLzWPZ9rChngnY005z2E0lx5HPa86c3hd57oFKxWLT1LKHDCI8FCxnB2lAj+9TzYx6oWWS+zIuwnvhh1r9v5/nIrjl1Z15oFbglqEFZrZH95QUxSSMqNOFYqYHrJHqYYakZ4TSveqmiCSZTPKYDAwWOqBpm8xNydGGYAIWxNE9oNGd/T2Q4UoVL01mYVMtaQf6nDVIdXg8zJpJUU0EWi8KUIx2jIg8UMEmJ5jMDMJHMeEVkgiUm2qRWNSG4yyevgm6j7jp1986pNRtlHBU4g3O4BBeuoAm30IIOEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY9F65pVzpzAn7I+fwBJvZfs</latexit>

µ Aa
Dense

Aa

ZA
a

X̂

<latexit sha1_base64="BbYqhw99/LEhCTiVngBO5+4FDrw=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd3pJlgEVyUpgi4rblxWsBdsYziZTtqhk0mYmQglBNz4Km5cKOLWl3Dn2zhJs9DWHwY+/nMOc87vx4xKZdvfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u13ZJQITNo4YpHo+SAJo5y0FVW
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="F9vBW/qszzAFDSZAhGFpEUBlp4c=">AAAB+HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K21anWpm2ARXJXEjS4VNy4r2B9sY7iZTtqhk0mYmQglBNz4Km5cKOKTuPNtnKRdaOuBgY9zZph7T5BwprTjfFsrq2vrG5uVrep2bWd3r75f66g4lYS2Scxj2QtQUc4EbWumOe0lkmIUcNoNJtdF3n2kUrFY3OlpQr0IR4KFjKA2ll8/HESox0GY3ecPWckEeXaV5z769YbTdErZy+DOoQFztfz612AYkzSiQhOOSvVdJ9FehlIzwmleHaSKJkgmOKJ9gwIjqrys3CG3T4wztMNYmiO0Xbq/X2QYKTWNAnOzmFItZoX5X9ZPdXjhZUwkqaaCzD4KU27r2C4KsYdMUqL51AASycysNhmjRKJNbVVTgru48jJ0zpqu03RvHajAERzDKbhwDpdwAy1oA4EneIE3eLeerVfrY1bXijXv7QD+yPr8AWGhluY=</latexit>
sha1_base64="JDWu2eKoEjACSk2O56NNZL8+leQ=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SdboJFcFWSbnRZceOygr1gG8NkOmmHTiZhZiKUEHDjq7hxoYhbX8Kdb+MkzUJbfxj4+M85zDm/HzMqlW1/G5WV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLR95EkjHLSUVQx0o8FQaHPSM+fXuX13gMRkkb8Vs1i4oZozGlAMVLa8syjYYjUxA/Su+w+LRgjll5mmYc8s2437ELWMjgl1KFU2zO/hqMIJyHhCjMk5cCxY+WmSCiKGclqw0SSGOEpGpOBRo5CIt20uCGzTrUzsoJI6MeVVbi/J1IUSjkLfd2ZbykXa7n5X22QqODCTSmPE0U4nn8UJMxSkZUHYo2oIFixmQaEBdW7WniCBMJKx1bTITiLJy9Dt9lw7IZzY9dbzTKOKhzDCZyBA+fQgmtoQwcwPMIzvMKb8WS8GO/Gx7y1YpQzh/BHxucP6CWYQA==</latexit>
sha1_base64="BbYqhw99/LEhCTiVngBO5+4FDrw=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9Rd3pJlgEVyUpgi4rblxWsBdsYziZTtqhk0mYmQglBNz4Km5cKOLWl3Dn2zhJs9DWHwY+/nMOc87vx4xKZdvfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u13ZJQITNo4YpHo+SAJo5y0FVWM9GJBIPQZ6fqTq7zefSBC0ojfqmlM3BBGnAYUg9KWZx4OQlBjP0jvsvu0YAwsvcwyDzyzZtftQtYiOCXUUKmWZ34NhhFOQsIVZiBl37Fj5aYgFMWMZNVBIkkMeAIj0tfIISTSTYsbMutEO0MriIR+XFmF+3sihVDKaejrznxLOV/Lzf9q/UQFF25KeZwowvHsoyBhloqsPBBrSAXBik01ABZU72rhMQjASsdW1SE48ycvQqdRd+y6c3NWazbKOCroCB2jU+Sgc9RE16iF2gijR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6x1yShnDtAfGZ8/6WWYRA==</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="tiuR31DKRrdg+ByeLCWMRQcR9Z8=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9FjQg8cK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7E7WE/g8vHhTx6n/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVHBo8lrFuB8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAokBCKxhdTf3WA2gjYnWH4wT8iA2UCAVnaKX7LsITBmF2DcrApFcquxV3BrpMvJyUSY56r/TV7cc8jUAhl8yYjucm6GdMo+ASJsVuaiBhfMQG0LFUsQiMn82untBTq/RpGGtbCulM/T2RsciYcRTYzojh0Cx6U/E/r5NieOlnQiUpguLzRWEqKcZ0GgHtCw0c5dgSxrWwt1I+ZJpxtEEVbQje4svLpFmteG7Fuz0v16p5HAVyTE7IGfHIBamRG1InDcKJJs/klbw5j86L8+58zFtXnHzmiPyB8/kDAQ6Sxg==</latexit>

N (0 ¯ 2A I)

f

G

Inference model

<latexit sha1_base64="kvNeWJeb+vby+b5mjJZuCNItyxE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBU0lE0GPBgx4r2FpIQ9lsN+3SzW7YfRFK6M/w4kERr/4ab/4bN20O2jqwMMy8x86bKBXcoOd9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUNSrTlHWoEkr3ImKY4JJ1kKNgvVQzkkSCPUaTm8J/fGLacCUfcJqyMCEjyWNOCVop6CcEx5SI/HY2qDe8pjeHu0r8kjSgRHtQ/+oPFc0SJpEKYkzgeymGOdHIqWCzWj8zLCV0QkYssFSShJkwn0eeuWdWGbqx0vZJdOfq742cJMZMk8hOFhHNsleI/3lBhvF1mHOZZsgkXXwUZ8JF5Rb3u0OuGUUxtYRQzW1Wl46JJhRtSzVbgr988irpXjR9r+nf+43WZVlHFU7gFM7BhytowR20oQMUFDzDK7w56Lw4787HYrTilDvH8AfO5w90RpFM</latexit>
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the two-layer GCN is defined as:

(a) For real-valued attributes,


(1)

(0)

pθ 2 (Xia | ZiV , ZaA ) = N (µ EA (i,a) , σ 2E (i,a) I).
A



H V = ReLU ÃXW V ,


(1) (1)
µ V , σ 2V = ÃH V W V ,

(11)

where µ V and σ 2V are the means and variances of the learned
Gaussian embeddings of nodes (see Eq. 8), ReLU(·) = max(0, ·) is the
1
1
non-linear activation function, Ã = D− 2 AD− 2 is the symmetrically
Í
normalized adjacency matrix with Dii = j Ai j being G’s degree
(0)

(1)

matrix, and ϕ 1 = [W V , W V ] are trainable weights for the node
inference layers, respectively.
The two fully connected layers for inferring Gaussian embeddings of attributes are defined as:


(1)
(0)
H A = tanh XT W A + b(0) ,


(1) (1)
µ A , σ 2A = H A W A + b(1) ,
(12)
where µ A and σ 2A are the means and variances of the learned
embeddings of attributes (see Eq. 9), b is the bias, tanh(·) is the
(0)
(1)
tangent activation function and ϕ 2 = [W A , W A , b(0) , b(1) ] are
trainable weights for the attribute inference layers. Let ϕ = [ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ]
denote all the trainable parameters in inference model.
After having obtained all the means and variances for all the
Gaussian embeddings of nodes and attributes, the reparameterization trick [19] is applied to transform from the latent Gaussian
random variables to the deterministic variables Z V and Z A , which
are differentiable and capable to propagation the gradient between
the inference model and generative model.
Generative model дθ . The generative model is to decode from
deterministic latent embeddings Z V and Z A to generative random
variables, where the original input edges and attributes can be
reconstructed. Specifically, given embeddings of two nodes i and j,
we compute µ EV (i, j) and σ 2E (i, j) by:
V

[µ EV (i, j) , σ 2E (i, j) ]
V

= дθ 1 (ZiV , ZjV ),

(17)

(b) For binary attributes,
pθ 2 (Xia | ZiV , ZaA ) = Ber(µ EA (i,a) ).

(18)

We let θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 ] denote the packed trainable parameters in the
inference model. As all the edges and attributes in our experimental
datasets are binary-valued, we implement model д simply by inner
product between latent variables, i.e.,
дθ 1 (ZiV , ZjV ) = sigmoid(ZiVT ZjV ),
дθ 2 (ZiV , ZaA ) = sigmoid(ZiVT ZaA ),

(19)

where sigmoid(·) is the sigmoid function. Our experimental results
show that such a simple implementation produces better results
than state-of-the-art baselines in many graph mining tasks such as
link prediction, node classification and attribute inference.

5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we detail our experimental setup, i.e., the research
questions (§5.1), the used datasets (§5.2), and the to compare and
experimental settings (§5.3).

5.1

Research Questions

We aim at answering the following research questions for evaluating
our proposed CAN model:
(RQ1) How does our CAN perform by utilizing the learned representations in traditional graph mining tasks, e.g., link
prediction and node classification?
(RQ2) Can our CAN perform better than other models in tasks of
attribute inference and user profiling, where capturing the
affinities between nodes and attributes is crucial?
(RQ3) Do the obtained embeddings of nodes and attributes have
high-quality and can we qualitatively evaluate them?

(13)

where дθ 1 is a neural network for reconstructing edges. Then an
observed edge can be generated by the following:

5.2

Datasets

We conduct experiments on the following attributed network datasets,
the statistics of which is provided in Tab. 2:

(a) For real-valued edges,
pθ 1 (Ai j | ZiV , ZjV ) = N (µ EV (i, j) , σ 2E (i, j) I).
V

(14)

(b) For binary edges,
pθ 1 (Ai j | ZiV , ZjV ) = Ber(µ EV (i, j) ).

(15)

N (µ EV (i, j) , σ 2E (i, j) I)
V

where
and Ber(µ EV (i, j) ) are multivariate
Gaussian distribution and Bernoulli distribution parametrized by
µ EV (i, j) , σ 2E (i, j) I and µ EV (i, j) , respectively.
V
Similarly, given embeddings of node i and attribute a, we compute µ EA (i,a) and σ 2E (i,a) by:
A

[µ EA (i,a) , σ 2E (i,a) ] = дθ 2 (ZiV , ZaA ),
A

(16)

where дθ 2 is a neural network for reconstructing attributes. Then
an observed attribute association (i, a) ∈ E A can be generated by
the following process:

• Cora, Citeseer, Pubmed [31]: The Cora, Citeseer and Pubmed
datasets are citation networks, where nodes are publications
and edges are citation links. Attributes of each node are bagof-words representations of the corresponding publications.
• BlogCatalog [34]: This is a network of social relationships
of bloggers from the BlogCatalog website, where nodes’ attributes are constructed by keywords, which are generated
by users as a short description of their blogs. The labels
represent the topic categories provided by the authors.
• Flickr [14]: It is a social network where nodes represent
users and edges correspond to friendships among users. The
labels represent the interest groups of the users.
• Facebook [22]: This network is built from profile and relation data of 10 users in Facebook by SNAP1 . The attributes
are constructed by their profiles.
1 Available

from:http://snap.stanford.edu/data/.
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Table 2: Statistics of datasets.
Datasets
Cora
Citeseer
Pubmed
BlogCatalog
Flickr
Facebook
DBLP

#Nodes

#Edges

#Attributes

#Labels

02,708
03,312
19,717
05,196
07,575
04,039
12,213

005,429
004,660
044,338
171,743
239,738
088,234
131,713

01,433
03,703
00,500
08,189
12,047
01,406
00,172

7
6
3
6
9
-

• DBLP: This dataset is crawled from the DBLP public bibliography data 2 . We build a coauthor network extracted from
the publications in top 172 computer science conferences
(Tiers A and B from China Computer Federation 3 ). We treat
each author as a node, each collaboration between two authors in a publication as an edge. The 172 conferences are
viewed as the attributes of each node.

5.3

Baselines and Settings

We compare CAN with two categories of methods: attributed network embedding methods and attribute inference methods.
The four attributed network embedding baseline methods are:
• GAE [20]: GAE also embeds an attributed network by using the variational auto-encoder, but it optimizes the ELBO
without considering the reconstruction error of attributes,
and it learns embeddings for nodes only, rather than for both
nodes and attributes.
• GraphSAGE [11]: This is a network embedding model that
learns node representations by sampling and aggregating
features from nodes’ local neighborhoods.
• AANE [13]: It is an attributed network embedding model
that learns node representations based on the decomposition
of attribute affinities and the embedding difference between
the connected nodes.
• ANRL [41]: It is a network embedding model that uses the
neighbor enhancement auto-encoder and the attribute-aware
skip-gram model to capture the node attributes and structural information of networks. We adopt one of its variants
which uses the Weighted Average Neighbor function to construct its target neighbors, abbreviated as ANRL-WAN.
The three attribute inference baseline methods are:
• SAN [9]: This is a joint link prediction and attribute inference
algorithm based on link features computed by Adamic-Adar
and Low-Rank Approximation.
• EdgeExp [4]: This is an attribute inference algorithm that
leverages a softmax function to solve for both user attributes
and relationship types.
• BLA [40]: This is a probabilistic model that iteratively learns
user links and attributes, and leverages the data redundancy
on each side and the mutual reinforcement between the two.
We implemented all the baselines by the codes released by the
authors. The parameters of all baselines are tuned to be optimal.
2 Available
3 Available

from: http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
from: http://www.ccf.org.cn/.

For our model, the hyperparameters of prior distributions, σ̄ 2V ,σ̄ 2A
(Eq. 6 and Eq. 7) are set to be 1 in all the experiments. We train our
model for 200 iterations by Adam [17] optimizer with the learning
rate being 0.01. For our inference neural network, we use a 64dimensional hidden layer and 32-dimensional latent variables in all
experiments. For fair comparisons, the dimension of embedding for
all methods is fixed to be 32. Our CAN model 4 was implemented
by TensorFlow [1].
Note that we did not take embedding methods for plain network
as our baselines, as a large number of results show that embedding
network by leveraging both the network structure and the associated node attribute can achieve better performance in majority
of down-stream applications compared to approaches that only
consider the topological structure [11, 13, 20].

6

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section reports our experimental results. We first address RQ1
by evaluating our CAN model on two graph mining tasks, i.e., link
prediction and node classification. Then, to answer RQ2, we apply
our CAN model on two more tasks, i.e., attribute inference and user
profiling, which are unable to be addressed by existing attributed
network embedding methods as they do not co-embed attributes
and nodes. Finally, we visualize DBLP network layout by arranging
both the node and attribute embeddings on 2-D space (RQ3).

6.1

Link Prediction

Link prediction, aiming at predicting if there exists an edge between two nodes, is a typical task in networks analysis. Following
those in [20, 21], to evaluate the performance of our model, we
randomly divide all edges into three sets, i.e., the training set (85%),
the validating set (5%) and the testing set (10%). For negative instances (no edge between two nodes), we randomly sample an equal
number of non-existing links. Both our CAN and GAE [20] reconstruct both positive and negative edges during training, and the
predicted probability of a link can be achieved directly from the
inner product of the embeddings between two nodes. For other
baselines, we rank both positive and negative instances according
to the cosine similarity between two nodes. For evaluation purpose,
we employ area under the ROC curve (AUC) and average precision
(AP) scores to evaluate the performance of link prediction, which
is commonly used in related literature [20, 40]. Higher values of
AUC and AP indicate better performance. Tab. 3 shows the link
prediction performance of our CAN and the baselines on the six
attributed networks. As shown, our CAN consistently performs
better than any of the baseline model. In CORA, Citeseer, Facebook
and Pubmed datasets, our CAN can even achieve higher than 95%
AUC and AP scores, which indicates that our inferred embeddings
work well in link prediction task. This is mainly because our CAN
optimizes a loss function consisting of the reconstruction error of
all the edges.

6.2

Node Classification

Node classification is another traditional task commonly used to
evaluate the quality of the learned node embeddings. Similar to
4 The

code of our CAN model is publicly available from: https://github.com/
mengzaiqiao/CAN.
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Table 3: Link prediction performance. The best performing runs per metric per dataset are marked in boldface.

Method
AANE
GaphSAGE
ANRL-WAN
GAE
CAN

Cora

Citeseer

Facebook

Flickr

BlogCatalog

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

.767
.795
.832
.914
.985

.720
.763
.843
.926
.984

.785
.802
.867
.908
.950

.765
.791
.848
.920
.958

.842
.854
.935
.980
.988

.834
.846
.912
.979
.986

.783
.840
.918
.944
.980

.754
.829
.897
.947
.977

.709
.732
.724
.828
.914

.697
.728
.763
.827
.922

.711
.723
.762
.821
.837

.714
.702
.758
.821
.837

previous studies [13, 41], we employ Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 as
metrics to measure the performance of node classification. After
the node representations are obtained, we randomly sample 20%
labeled nodes to train an SVM classifier and the rest are used for
testing. We repeat this process for 10 times, and report the average
performances on both Macro-F1 (Ma_F1) and Micro-F1 (Mi_F1).
Tab. 4 shows the performance of our CAN and the baseline models
in five labeled attributed networks. As shown in the table, our
proposed CAN performs the best in Cora and Flickr datasets, and
shows competitive performance in other datasets compared with
other attributed network embedding baselines. The result of node
classification task demonstrates that our CAN model can learn
effective representations for nodes in attribute networks.

6.3

Pubmed

Attribute Inference

Attribute inference is a task that aims at predicting the value of
attributes of the nodes. As using only the node embeddings cannot
decode the affinities between nodes and attributes, the four baseline
methods, i.e., AANE, GraphSAGE, ANRL-WAN and GAE, cannot be
applied in this task. We take other three state-of-the-art attribute
inference algorithms, i.e., SAN [9], EdgeExp [4] and BLA [40], as
our baselines for performance comparison. We employ the AUC
and AP metrics to measure the attribute inference performance.
Tab. 5 presents the attribute inference performance of our CAN
and the baseline models in the six attributed networks. We can
find that our CAN model performs significantly better than all the
baseline methods in all the datasets. The BLA method can always
achieve the second best performance in this task. Moreover, the
improvement between BLA and our CAN is always significant. This
can be explained by the fact that our CAN optimizes a loss function
consisting of the reconstruction error of all the attributes.
It is worth noting that our CAN model does not need any free
parameters to trade the weights between topological structure and
attributes. This highlights another important feature of CAN. It
can achieve significantly improvement of performance in both link
prediction and attribute inference tasks, without task-specific
fine-tuning. Another fact validated by CAN is that attribute inference can help to improve link prediction; that is, link prediction
accuracy is further improved by first inferring missing attributes [9].
In addition, all the methods show relatively poor performance on
Pubmed dataset. However, our CAN model still scores the best.
The facts making the attribute inference task in this dataset more
challenging include: Pubmed has the largest node set but has a relatively small size of attribute set, and the ratio between the positive

instances and the negative instances of nodes’ attributes is only
about 0.02, resulting in an unbalanced classification problem.

6.4

User Profiling

User profiling task, also known as expertise profiling task, aims
at generating k keywords for profiling each user’s expertise [25].
In academic social networks, authors’ academic publications were
often used to learn how personal research interests evolved [7]
over time. In this setting, authors’ publications indicate their expertise. In our experiment, we utilize the embeddings of nodes and
attributes to obtain the most relevance attributes for each node
as their expertise. Specifically, we first co-embed the DBLP academic social network into embeddings of authors and conferences.
Then, we calculate the cosine similarities between authors and
conferences according to their embeddings. Finally, we rank the
conferences by the similarities to each author and return the top-4
conferences as the expertise for each author. Tab. 6 reports the
profiling result for five renowned scholars. Among the five scholars, three of them (Michael I. Jordan, Geoffrey E. Hinton and Yann
LeCun) are outstanding experts in the field of machine learning and
the other two (Robert Endre Tarjan and Sanjeev Arora) are in the
field of theoretical computer science. According to Tab. 6, the three
machine learning experts are profiled by NIPS, ICML, UAI, etc.,
which are the top-tier machine learning conferences and the other
two are profiled by SODA, PODC, STOC, etc., which are top-tier
theoretical computer science conferences. We node that our model
takes binary-valued attributes as input but we can still effectively
retrieve top-4 relevant conferences based on the embeddings of
authors and conferences. It also reveals that capturing affinities
between nodes and attributes is essential for network embedding
methods to characterize the node attributes.

6.5

Network Visualization

To qualitatively evaluate the result embeddings of our CAN by
network visualization, we first obtain 2-dimensional Gaussian embeddings for authors and attributes of DBLP network. Then we
plot their means and variances of the resulting embeddings into
2-dimensional space. For being clear in the figure, we show with embeddings of only 200 authors who own the top 200 high H-index 5
among others in the dataset. The visualization result is shown in
Fig. 2, from which we have the following observations:
(1) The representations of conferences show larger variances than
those of authors in general. This is because the inference model
5 Please

refer to http://www.guide2research.com/scientists/.
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Table 4: Node classification performance. The best and the second best performing runs per metric per dataset are marked in
boldface and underlined, respectively.
Cora

Method
AANE
GaphSAGE
ANRL-WAN
GAE
CAN

Citeseer

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

Ma_F1

Mi_F1

.715
.747
.774
.773
.822

.720
.763
.634
.788
.838

.617
.594
.671
.582
.642

.671
.630
.713
.638
.720

.779
.809
.846
.823
.829

.814
.817
.847
.828
.834

.596
.647
.673
.591
.692

.615
.652
.697
.655
.701

.597
.626
.656
.622
.646

.617
.643
.679
.636
.653

Table 5: Attribute inference performance. The best runs per metric per dataset are marked in boldface.
Method
EdgeExp
SAN
BLA
CAN

Cora

Citeseer

Facebook

Pubmed

Flickr

BlogCatalog

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

AUC

AP

.682
.664
.808
.932

.690
.672
.801
.916

.707
.679
.854
.954

.714
.675
.876
.939

.671
.712
.868
.974

.687
.723
.830
.971

.586
.579
.622
.670

.576
.572
.602
.652

.678
.653
.730
.867

.685
.660
.769
.865

.684
.694
.787
.868

.744
.710
.792
.867

Table 6: Author profiling for example experts.
Experts

Top-4 conferences

Michael I. Jordan
Geoffrey E. Hinton
Yann LeCun
Robert Endre Tarjan
Sanjeev Arora

NIPS, UAI, ICML, ICASSP
NIPS, ICML, ICCV, ICASSP
NIPS, ICCV, ICML, CVPR
FOCS, STOC, COLT, SODA
SODA, FOCS, ICALP, COLT

for nodes takes both the adjacency matrix and the attribute
matrix of nodes as input and uses the GCN [11, 21] to take
the spectral convolutions of graphs into account during the
training process, which is informative to describe a node in an
attributed network. However, the inference model for attributes
only takes the transposed adjacency matrix as input, which has
relatively sparser feature than input feature of nodes, resulting
in larger variance and uncertainty of their representations.
(2) Similar conferences have representations which are displayed
closely in the same region on the 2-dimensional plane. Specifically, as seen in Fig. 2, SIGIR, AAAI, WSDM, WWW, NIPS, ICML
AND SIGKDD, which are conferences of machine learning and
its applications, are all plotted at the top region of the plane,
while SODA, FOCS, STOC and ICALP, which are conferences of
theoretical computer science, are all plotted at the bottom left
region of the plane. This result indicates that our CAN model
effectively captures the similarities between attributes.
(3) From Fig. 2, we can observe that author Michael I. Jordan is
quite close to the seven machine learning conferences, and
author Robert Endre Tarjan is quite close to the four theoretical
computer science conferences. It is well-known that Michael
I. Jordan is an expert on machine learning and Robert Endre
Tarjan is an expert on theoretical computer science. Therefore
this result validates that our CAN can be used to effectively
measure the affinities between authors and conferences.
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SIGIR

AAAI

4

WWW
NIPS
ICML
WSDM
SIGKDD
Michael I. Jordan

2
0
2
4

SODA FOCS STOC ICALP
Robert Endre Tarjan
4

2

0

2

4

6

Figure 2: 2-dimensional visualization of Gaussian embeddings of authors and conferences for DBLP dataset. The red
nodes are top 200 high H-index authors and the blue nodes
are the 172 conferences in our DBLP dataset. The ellipsoids
surrounding the nodes indicate variances of their embeddings. Some ellipsoids of conferences are in darker blue as
these conferences are quite close and overlapped.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, to tackle the problem of embedding for attributed networks, we have proposed a novel co-embedding algorithm, called
CAN. The proposed CAN learns the low-dimensional representations of both nodes and attributes in the same semantic space, such
that the affinities between nodes and attributes of the networks can
be effectively measured. To learn high-quality embeddings of both
nodes and attributes in attributed networks, we have proposed a

Co-embedding Attributed Networks
variational auto-encoder algorithm, which consists of an inference
model for encoding features of nodes and attributes into Gaussian distributions and a generative model for reconstructing both
real and binary weighted edges and attributes. In our experiments,
we have evaluated the performance of CAN and the baseline algorithms on seven real-world social networks. The experimental
results have demonstrated that our CAN model is able to learn
informative and high-quality representations of both nodes and
attributes and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on several application tasks. Visualization on DBLP data shows
that our CAN model properly maps nodes and attributes into a
unified semantic space, where the affinities between authors and
conferences can be preserved.
As to future work, we aim to extend our CAN model to a semisupervised one, and dynamically embed nodes and attributes for
attributed networks that evolve over time.
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